
More relevant, actionable reporting from a staff that is more engaged 
because they can use communication methods they prefer is key to reducing 
costs related to fraud, cyber security and physical security breaches, lawsuits, 
regulatory fines and insurance.

The Benefit of Machine Intelligence  
Machine Intelligence and expert 
knowledge combine to generate tailored 
interviews that uncover actionable details

Preferred Communication Method 
Mobile app interactions are increasingly 
preferred; fewer people are making calls 

Mobile, Desktop and Phone Access 
Submit or follow-up on existing concerns 
anytime, using multiple platforms

Anonymity, Even During Follow-up 
Share concerns and ask follow-up 
questions, anonymously, from 
within the app or dashboard

Secure and Scalable 
Hosted in a secure AWS single-tenant 
cloud that scales with your company

Integrate with your CMS/IMS/PSIM  
Start with better data, increasing 
the efficiency of investigations and 
supporting data-driven decisions

Available for Multiple Departments 
Beyond a single-issue hotline, can be 
used by one or more departments

NWFC™ Overview

30% of staff observed, but 
did not report, multiple 
workplace incidents last year

Arbor Insight, “Workplace Incident 
Reporting via Apps”, November 
2017.

90% of full time American  
workers use their personal  
smartphones for work.

BYOD Insights 2013:  A Cisco 
Partner Network Study.

Interviews on mobile devices 
increase precision, disclosure 
& user satisfaction.

The New School of Social Research, 
“...Automated Interviews on 
Smartphones...”, June 2015
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Better Reporting. Lower Costs. Reduced Risk.



squibit™ and the InSight Dashboard
squibit™ is the intelligent, user-friendly mobile and desktop 
app your staff uses to share concerns with our clients via the 
InSight Dashboard. Combined, they serve as the two main 
components of NWFC. They ensure you maximize proactive 
workforce engagement and enable collaborative, effiicient 
case management while meeting regulatory requirements for 
SOX, BSA and HIPAA. Other use cases include serving as the 
hotline for your Insider Threat Plan to satisfy DSS/NISPOM 
requirements and to help mitigate workplace safety risks 
before serious OSHA-reportable safety incidents occur.

>  squibit™ is a mobile web app, 
which ensures it works on most 
all iOS and Android mobile 
devices

> Purpose-built versions for Safari 
and Chrome on desktop or laptop

>  Now also supporting recent 
versions of Internet Explorer

>  Multi-lingual telephone hotline

>  Rather than a fixed script 
of questions, operators use 
squibit™ in the background

>  The same dynamic, expert-
informed interviews as squibit™ 
even if signal strength is poor or 
if some users prefer to call

>  A context-focused approach 
that highlights key data

> Provides two-way 
communication with squibit™ 
users, even if they choose to 
remain anonymous

 > Infographics help you analyze 
and report trends regarding of 
topics over time

InSight Client Dashboard
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Intelligent Phone HotlineMobile & Desktop Apps

The NWFC Hotline Ecosystem:


